T
Teache
er Hand
dbook
If you’ve been
b
given teaacher privilegges in Wordpllay, you have two capabilitties
that are no
ot available to
o general useers.
1. Yo
ou can create classes of stu
udents and monitor
m
their progress.
p
2. Yo
ou can create custom courses and assign them to your classes.
This handbook will guide you through the processs of getting started
s
which
h should only take a few
O course if you
y find yoursself confused about anything, please let us know so we can impro
ove
minutes. Of
the proceess for everyo
one. All teacheer capabilitiess are accessed from the Teeacher Sectio
on of the
MyAccoun
nt page.

Step 1. Setting
S
up a new classs of studentts
To create a new class, go
g to the My Account
A
pagee and click on
n the add class link
to the righ
ht of the My Classes
C
Section. Type in a name
n
for the class and preess
the Createe New Class button.
b
Then return
r
to the My Account page. The neew
class should be listed.

Click on the class name to open the class details page. Make sure
s
the Rosteer tab
is selected
d. Click the ed
dit roster link. Your class ro
oster will be on
o the left side of
the page and
a the schoo
ols roster shou
uld be on thee right. If you are just getting
started theey will both be
b blank.

To create a new studen
nt account, cliick the new student button. From this form,
f
you can sim
mply provide the first and last name fo
or the studentt and a usernaame
and passw
word will be automatically created for th
hem. When you
y click the
Create New Account bu
utton (or hit the
t enter keyy), this studen
nt will be addeed to
ol and also to
o your class. When
W
you’re finished
f
addin
ng students, click
c
your schoo
the save button. When you’re done setting up yo
our class, clickk the Card Format
PDF link fo
or a printablee version of th
he roster with
h usernames and passwords.
You can th
hen cut this up to easily provide each usser with theirr login
informatio
on. Also, theree is a Studentt Handout link on the My Account pagee
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which can
n be copied and distributed
d to your stud
dents.
Now that you have students
s
in yo
our class, you
u may check their
progresss at anytime by selecting the Status tab on the class
details page. This will show each student’s tottal mastery an
nd
on for any asssigned coursees. By default, every Wordplay
retentio
user is assigned
a
the courses that come with Wordplay.
W
You
u
have th
he option of creating and assigning
a
yourr own custom
m
coursess (which is described below
w). The dropd
down at the top of
the Stattus page lets you view stattus for any seection of any
assigned course.

Step 2. Creating
C
yo
our own cusstom coursees
Courses in
n Wordplay consist of worrd tiles organiized into shorrt lessons. The lessons are grouped into
o
folde
ers. The Word
dplay Course Editor allowss you to quickkly create you
ur own lesson
ns
and organize them
m into folderrs. Creating co
ourses that pllay smoothly can be a bit
mend that you
u read this maanual entirelyy before you begin.
b
trickky, so we strongly recomm

To create a new coursee, go to the My
M Account paage and click on
o the add co
ourse
link to the right of the SCHOOL
S
NAM
ME Courses Seection. Type in
n a name for the
d press the Crreate New Co
ourse button. Then return to the My
course and
Account paage. The new
w course should be listed.

Click on th
he course nam
me to open th
he Course Ediitor page. To begin,
b
click th
he
Edit Structture button. Now
N click thee add folder button
b
and th
hen the add leesson
button. Yo
our course strructure should now look like the imagee to the left. You
Y
can name the folders and lessons an
nything you want,
w
simply click
c
on the name
C
the Savee button to saave your chan
nges. (Note: when
w
you clicck the
to edit it. Click
c
selected.)
add lesson button, lesssons are addeed to whichevver folder is currently
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Your course now contains
c
a fold
der with a sin
ngle lesson. Now
N
a some tilees. Click on the New Lesson
n and you sho
ould
let’s add
see th
he Edit Lesson
n button appear at the top
p right of the
editor. Click on thee Edit Lesson button. You’ll see someth
hing
like th
he image to the left.
The list on the righ
ht side of the page is all of the availablee tiles
ordplay, over 5600 tiles an
nd growing. To
o add a tile to
o
in Wo
your lesson simplyy click on it. You can find a tile in either
Englissh or Spanish by typing in the
t available space at the top
of thee Tiles list. When you type, the list is au
utomatically
filtereed to show on
nly those tiless which contaain the sequeence
of chaaracters typed. (Note thatt accents are ignored
i
here)).
Once you’ve added
d tiles, they can
c be removed by clickingg on
n change the order of tiless in your list by
b
them. Also, you can
draggiing them arou
und. Once yo
ou’re happy with
w the conteents
of you
ur lesson, clickk the save button. You will now be ablee to
previeew the conten
nts of your lessson as show
wn here. In this
examp
ple we’ve add
ded common animals. From
m this screen
n you
can cliick on any tilee to hear the pronunciatio
on. (Note: For best
play, each
e
lesson sh
hould have att least 9 and no
n more than
n
about 20 tiles.)

Every available tile in Wordplay
W
has voiceovers fo
or the properr pronunciatio
on,
but we don
n’t yet have im
mages for eveery tile. By ussing a tile in your course, you
y
automaticaally place it on
n a priority lisst for us to geet the image in
i place if it does
d
not yet exisst. If you wan
nt to use a wo
ord or phrase in your coursse, but you caan’t
find the tilee, you may crreate a placeh
holder tile. To
o create a placeholder tile
simply clickk the new tilee button whicch is near the top of the Wordplay
W
tiles list.
Placeholdeer tiles are inccomplete sincce they don’t contain imagges or voiceovvers,
but they do
o appear in yo
our lessons and may be studied. We wiill make everyy
effort to reeplace placeholder tiles with full tiles ass quickly as we
w can.
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Creating placeholder tiles that work well with the game can be tricky, so we strongly recommend that
read the section below titled Creating Placeholder Tiles completely before you begin.
One final point about editing courses. When you are editing the structure of your course, you may select
any folder and click the hide/unhide button. Hidden folders which look like this
will not appear when
viewed by your students from the play page. This gives you the ability to work on new sections of the
course without making them available until you’re satisfied that they are complete.
Before your students can use the new course, there is one final step. You must assign it to your class.
You do this by going back to the class details page (click on the class name listed on the My Account
page). Select the Assignments tab then simply press the assign button next to your new course. Once
assigned, any students in the class will now see this course when they go to the Play page. Note: any
course create by a teacher in Wordplay are visible (but not editable) by other teachers in your school. In
this way, teachers may share courses.
Tips for Creating Effective Courses
In Wordplay, words are mastered one lesson at a time. For best results, each lesson should contain at
least 9 tiles and no more than about 20. Lessons that deviate from this ideal size will be too easy or too
hard. It is usually a good idea for a teacher to play any lessons they create so they better understand the
student’s experience.
When a word has more than one meaning, or multiple words have the same meaning, it is usually better
to avoid putting too many of these tiles in the same lesson. Although Wordplay is designed to handle
these cases (see the section below on Alternates and Variations), putting them together can cause
unnecessary confusion.
Wordplay keeps track of each student’s mastery of each tile separately. If the same tile appears in more
than one lesson, and it has already been mastered in a previous lesson, then it will be mastered in any
later lesson where it appears so the user won’t have to master it again. So, although tiles may be
duplicated in later lessons, it is not normally useful to do so.
Creating Placeholder Tiles
Before you create placeholder tiles, it is important to remember that tiles are meant to be played in a
game. That means you must follow certain conventions for the tiles to work properly. Here is a brief
summary of the conventions we use, which have been found to work best. Keep in mind that in Stage 2
of each lesson the student will be required to type exactly what you put on the tile. If you’re not careful,
you will create tiles that are difficult or perhaps even impossible to play. We have a process of reviewing
all the placeholder tiles and replacing them with full tiles. During this review, we will correct any
problems we see and let you know about them. We will also contact you if we have any questions.
Don’t create duplicates – Before adding any placeholder tile, you should first see if there are existing
tiles that will meet your needs.
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One word or short phrase per Tile – Wordplay tiles can have two short lines of text for both Spanish and
English. When you type, make sure that all of your text is visible. If you type too much text, no one will
be able to see it.
One Translation Per Tile – Each tile should have a Spanish word or short phrase and a single English
translation. Many textbooks show vocabulary with multiple translations showing a variety of different
meanings of that word. In wordplay each meaning is learned independently so a word with multiple
meanings is represented by multiple tiles. If the various meanings are simply synonyms, then a single
translation will suffice. Also note that tiles contain TRANSLATIONS not DEFINITIONS. (Note: when we
convert the placeholder tile into a full tile, we have the option of adding Alternates and Variations that
make play smoother. Read the next section on Alternates and Variations for more information. Send an
email to info@wordplay.com if you want to request specific Alternates and/or Variations with
placeholder tiles you create.)
Definite article in parenthesis for nouns – By convention, the definite article in Spanish is shown in
parenthesis before the noun. The definite article in English is not shown. This makes it optional to type
the article for the Spanish noun. When we add voice, the Spanish voice will always say the definite
article so the student becomes accustomed to hearing the word with the appropriate article.
Show masculine/feminine forms with trailing parenthesis – Many Spanish words have a masculine and
feminine form that are identical in meaning. By convention, we include the masculine form, show the
feminine variation with parenthesis, and have the voice always say the masculine form.( Example,
quinto(a) – fifth)
Lowercase unless proper noun or start of complete sentence – By convention, we try to show all words
and phrases in lowercase unless the situation requires it. During play, Wordplay ignores case.
No gaps – Textbooks often show vocabulary phrases with gaps in the phrases. For example, (Tengo …
años – I am … years old). In Wordplay, we have found that such phrases are awkward at best, so we
recommend that you simply use a complete example, and teach the generalization during class. So in
this case you might use (Tengo diez años – I am ten years old). It is important that tiles have no gaps in
either the Spanish or English.
No extraneous text – Teachers often want to add extra text that provides context or further
explanation. Wordplay has a mechanism for dealing with this called “context”. Context is the smaller
italic text that appears on some tiles below the Spanish and/or English text. Unfortunately, the current
tool does not allow teachers to enter context. When you want your new placeholder tiles to include
context, just send an email to info@wordplay.com and we will add it for you. It is very important that
the Spanish and English text not include any of this extraneous text.
Advanced Topic – Alternates and Variations
Spanish, like all languages, has more than one way to say the same thing. One word can have many
different meanings, and many words can have the same meaning. This can create some confusing
situations. Wordplay uses the concept of Alternates and Variations to handle these situations smoothly.
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Let’s look at an example. In Spanish the words coche and carro both mean car or automobile. When
wordplay presents the word car to a user and asks him or her to type the correct translation, the
expected word might be either coche or carro. If a user has previously learned both words, he or she
may not be sure which one is expected. Although neither would be “incorrect”, only one is being studied
at this particular instant. In Wordplay, as long as coche and carro have been set up as “alternates” of
each other, when the user types the wrong one, the software will simply say “Although correct, that is
not the translation we’re looking for… please try an alternate”.
Now let’s look at the reverse situation. The user sees the word carro and is asked to type a translation.
In this case, car is the correct translation, but automobile would also be accepted as correct since we
can assume that an English speaking student understands that these words both mean the same thing.
In this case, car and automobile are “variations”.
Now, although Wordplay has the smarts to handle these situations, it only does so if the database
properly references all of the correct alternates and variations. Since this can get very complex,
especially with a list of words that is continuously growing, we can confidently say that not all of these
references have been identified. Now that you know what the tool is capable of, please let us know if
you or your students find the need for any additional references we might have missed.

Making the most of Wordplay
Building a strong foreign language vocabulary requires continuous and frequent practice. Wordplay is
designed to help students do this with minimal effort. As a teacher, we recommend that you assign
lessons in advance and require that your students reach full mastery of those lessons by checking the
status page. You can also ensure that the student’s are doing their reviews by making sure that their
retention numbers are increasing. Teaching a class full of students who already know the vocabulary can
have a major impact on your student’s performance and confidence, and make teaching such a class a
lot more fun and rewarding.
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